SALT LAKE CITY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

QTA–TRAFFIC COATING REPLACEMENT

776 NORTH TERMINAL DRIVE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84122

PROJECT NO. 54 3016 1766
DECK DEMO LEGEND

TRAFFIC COATING TO REMAIN
TRAFFIC COATING TO BE REMOVED
TEST HOLE - PERFORMANCE COATING (DETAIL)
PREP HOLE - FEATHER EDGE COATING

SEQUENCE SCOPE AREA
TEST PATCH
FEATHER NEW COATING @ EDGE
PREP EXISTING ROOF DECK FOR NEW TRAFFIC COATING.

REFERENCE NOTES

PROJECT 54 3016 1766
AD101
6/12/2020
AAH
PC
JBL

PARKING DECK DEMO PLAN
SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"
EXISTING CONCRETE SLAB PREPARED FOR RESIN APPLICATION
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